Introduction
Attributed graph matching is a fundamental problem ranging across broad fields in computer vision and data mining, and numerous approaches have been proposed for the problem of graph matching optimization [22] . Even so, the literature on learning graph matching remains limited, despite the demonstrated power of learning techniques in this area. The few pioneering studies of learning graph matching mainly aimed to train matching parameters, so as to obtain correct matching assignments for mapping from a graph template to a number of relatively large target graphs.
In this research, we approach the learning of graph matching from the perspective of category modeling. Our aim is to incrementally modify the graph template to produce a graphical model representing the general structural knowledge of the targets objects in target graphs, and not merely train matching parameters. Therefore, this research is of great significance for object knowledge mining from cluttered scenes.
In so doing, we also aim to transform the conventional concept of learning for graph matching to learning based on graph matching for both object matching and recognition. Here, object recognition refers to determining whether a graph contains the target object, based on the trained model. We call the graphs that contain target objects positive Figure 1 . Concept extension from pure attributed graph matching (a) to the proposed learning of graph matching (c). Different from conventional learning of graph matching (b), our method aims to modify the initial graph template into a graphical model, so as to achieve good performance in both matching and recognition. Thus, this research establishes a bridge between the learning of graph matching and the category modeling from cluttered scenes.
graphs, and those that do not negative graphs. This idea for learning gives consideration to both matching performance and recognition performance.
The goal of this paper can be described as follows. Given an initial graph template and a number of positive and negative graphs for training, we aim to 1) learn matching parameters in an unsupervised 1 fashion, 2) incrementally refine the local and pairwise attributes of the graph template, and simultaneously 3) modify the structure of the graph template by eliminating incorrect or redundant parts, thus generating a model that achieves good performance in both matching and recognition.
To perform estimates of both matching parameters and model attributes, our work extends the unsupervised 1 learning of graph matching proposed by Leordeanu et al. [17] . Meanwhile, our approach to structural modification of the graph template uses a novel technique based on the mecha-nism of object recognition.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. We redefine the learning of graph matching as a category modeling problem that is oriented toward not only conventional matching performance, but also object recognition. It includes the estimation of matching parameters, attributes, and graphical structure. In particular, this is the first attempt to use negative graphs in the learning of graph matching, to the best of our knowledge.
Related work
Most conventional algorithms for the learning of graph matching are supervised 1 methods that require detailed labeling of each template node's matching assignment in each positive graph for training. [5] , [25] , and [16] used largemargin methods [26] , non-linear inverse optimization [4] , and smoothing-based techniques to train matching parameters in a supervised fashion, respectively. Compared to supervised methods, the unsupervised 1 method [17] does not require a large amount of node-level labeling. Thus, it is closer to our approach and resembles, at least philosophically, our idea of category knowledge mining from cluttered scenes. Indeed, we can derive another type of supervised learning from [17] as a compromise, greatly reducing manual interactions by applying object-level labeling, and thereby supporting fairer comparison.
All studies mentioned above are focused on training matching parameters for good matching performance. By contrast, our approach emphasizes ont only the matching rate, but also the recognition performance of the trained, matching-based model. In addition to training the matching parameters, we modify the model (graph template) structure and estimate model attributes.
Then, we give an in-depth discussion on the structural modification, which is the main part of the learning process. To be exact, if we simplify the problem by only considering the matching between two graphs, the structural modification is related to the progressive graph matching [6] proposed by Cho et al., which made a great contribution to the selection of reliable nodes and edges for a more efficient matching. If we do not limit our discussion within the range of general-form graph matching, this problem is also related to category modeling for recognition [18] , the model training for the Hough-style matching [27] , and common object extraction from two images based on maximal clique mining [28, 31] , such as [29, 19] . Most methods for object extraction from multiple images [23, 30, 33, 7, 20] related to clique mining uses a combination of two-image matching results. [13] extracted object models from images based on page-rank mechanisms. [12, 10, 11, 24] aim to learn the maximal frequent subgraph among several graphs with distinct node or edge labels. Above all, most of these methods mentioned above limit their interests to the geometric consistency and similarity of local patches. As thus, they usually need additional data constraints. E.g. [18, 27] require there is no roll rotations for matching, and object extraction methods usually require the local features in images to be distinguishing enough to determine a set of potential image matching assignments during the preprocessing.
In contrast, by emphasizing a general algorithm for learning graph matching, our approach remains free of such constraints. We formulate the learning problem strictly under a common paradigm of graph matching based on various local and pairwise attributes, and so are able to apply our method to cluttered scenes containing target objects with different scales, textures, and rotations simply by designing a set of suitable attributes. Nevertheless, we still compare our recognition-oriented structural modification strategy with strategies of the related studies in experiments.
Preliminary: graph matching problem
The objective of graph matching is to find correspondences between a graph template (the category model)
V and E denote the node set and the edge set of G, respectively. F V and F E denote the attribute sets for local and pairwise attributes.
.., n P ). The matching assignments between G and G are represented by a binary matching matrix Y ∈ {0,
In fact, we use a column-wise vectorized replica of Y, denoted by y ∈ {0, 1} n v n v . y ii in y corresponds to Y i,i in Y. Thus, we obtain a typical form [15, 6, 17] of attributed graph matching as follows:
This is a quadratic assignment problem, where C(x|G, G ) is the function measuring the matching compatibility between G and G . M is a (n v n v )-by-(n v n v ) compatibility matrix containing non-negative elements. In most cases [15, 6] , the matching compatibility M ii ,jj can be represented as a function of attribute distances as follows.
where
is set on the diagonal of M and measures the unary compatibility for a node pair of i ∈ V and i ∈ V ; the non-diagonal element of M, Φ P (d ii ,jj |w P ), measures the pairwise compatibility for an edge pair of
T as the Euclidean distances of the unary attributes, d
Euclidean distances of the pairwise attributes, d
T denote the weights for each unary and pairwise attribute, respectively.
As in [17] , without loss of generality, we transform (2) to absorb the unary compatibilities into the pairwise compatibilities and leave zeros on the diagonal, achieving better performance.
Note that when the structure of the graph template G is not well segmented and needs further modification, it is meaningful to bring in a dummy choice-none-for the matching assignments of nodes in G. Without an accurate structure, G may have some redundant nodes that should be matched to none. Thus, we re-write (1) and (3) as:
where x i indicates the matching assignment of node i ∈ V , and x i = i ∈ V if and only if y ii = 1. λ is the parameter weighting for the matching compatibility of none. The setting of none reduces incorrect matching and eases the bias learning problem that commonly afflicts the unsupervised learning of graph matching (which will be explained later). The maximization of the compatibility function C (x|G, G ) can be achieved using various graph matching optimization techniques, and we choose TRW-S [14] here.
Learning of graph matching
, and a set of N − negative graphs,
), the objective for learning graph matching is to estimate an induced subgraph of 
positive graphs in P G and high recognition accuracy among graphs in P G and NG.
Parameter and attribute estimation
For the matching between the current G and G + k based on (1), let the principal eigenvector of M be a k . According to [15] , its element a k ii can be taken as the confidence value of the corresponding assignment between node i ∈ V and node i ∈ V + k . Leordeanu et al. [17] proposed to increase the elements corresponding to the correct assignments. Meanwhile, as a k is normalized to 1, the elements for incorrect assignments will decrease, thus achieving greater reliability in matching.
To reduce the large computation, an approximate principal eigenvector is calculated as
.
Thus, the partial derivative of a k is computed as follows:
Here, we choose n = 10, as in [17] . The benchmark method for unsupervised learning of graph matching [17] proposed by Leordeanu et al. focus-es exclusively on learning matching parameters. We extend this method to include the learning of model attributes {w U , w P , F V , F E }, which is similar to [32] . The objective is to maximize the following function: 
Structural modification
In this subsection, we use the matching results of the current G to train a classifier for object recognition. In order to train the model for good recognition performance, we propose a new method that uses the parameters of the classifier to guide the structural modification of G.
There are a variety of approaches to classification based on graph matching [9, 21] , and we will obtain different classification performances by applying different classifiers to different feature. In order to achieve a natural connection between the structural modification of G and the classification mechanism, we select the linear-SVM classifier and attribute distances as our target features.
Feature extraction: Features for object recognition are generated from these attribute distances. We define the feature vector to recognize the matching between G and G + k as follows:
For the matching between nodes i ∈ V andx 1, 2, . .., n v ∈ V ), are two n U -dimension and n Pdimension vectors for node i ∈ V , indicating the distance of the n U unary attributes and the marginal penalty for the distance of the pairwise attributes, respectively.
Similarly, the feature vector for the matching between G and G − l is represented as
BothF k andF l are vectors with n v (n U + n P ) dimensions. Classification for object recognition: We train a linear-SVM classifier for object recognition as follows.
T represent the normal vector to the hyperplane. μ i is a n U -dimension vector and corresponds to the weights for the n U unary attribute distances inû k i andů l i . ρ i is a n P -dimension vector for pairwise attribute distances inp Consequently, the weights of node i (i.e. μ i and ρ i ) should be negative, according to (10) .
Therefore, we use the following metric to evaluate the reliability of node i ∈ V :
where μ
are the j-th elements of μ i , ρ i . R i is normalized by √ n v W to make it invariable to size changes of G. We perform structural modification iteratively. In each iteration, after the estimation of matching parameters and attributes (see Section 4.1), we eliminate the node with the Figure 2 . Attributed graph based on line segments of object edges lowest reliability i * = argmin i∈V R i from the template, and use this induced subgraph of the template to retrain a new model, thereby replacing current model. Meanwhile, we calculate the classification accuracy in a leave-one-out (LOO) cross validation for each of the models. The stopping condition is that R i * is greater than a threshold τ and the elimination of node i * would decrease the LOO accuracy. Please see Algorithm 1 for details.
Experiments
The proposed method is especially useful in the field of computer vision, enabling the discovery of general object structures for image matching when the target objects are randomly placed in cluttered scenes. To evaluate our method in this regard, we designed two category modeling experiments, one using ordinary RGB images and the other using RGBD images captured by a Kinect device [1] .
We used the category dataset of Kinect RGBD images, published in [32] as a standard RGBD object dataset oriented to graph matching 3 . Four largest categories-notebook PC, drink box, basket, and bucket-in this dataset contained enough RGBD objects and were chosen to construct both the positive and the negative graph sets for training. These images depicted cluttered scenes containing target objects with different textures and rotations, and the both experiments were performed on these scenes.
We compared the proposed method with other approaches to learning graph matching and various common strategies in object extraction 4 .
Category modeling from RGB & RGBD images
In cluttered scenes, objects in the same category usually contain a variety of textures, and may be positioned at various rotations. Considering the need for robustness with respect to texture variations, we applied two graphical models proposed in [32] , each of which uses [2] to extract object edges and then discretizes continuous edges into line segments to produce the graph nodes (see Fig. 2 ). The two models use different attributes to represent objects in RG-B and RGBD images, respectively. In this subsection, we 3 This is one of the largest RGBD object datasets, and fits the requirements of graph matching well. http://sites.google.com/site/quanshizhang 4 Please see Section "Related work" for more discussion. briefly introduce these attributes. Please refer to [32] for more details.
G D ij
Experiment 1: For category modeling from ordinary RGB images, one local attribute (n U = 1) and three pairwise attributes (n P = 3) are designed, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The local attribute is the HOG features [8] of two local patches collected at line segment terminals of node i, denoted by f is the angle between the line segment of i and the centerline. The third pairwise attribute represents relative segment lengths, and is denoted by f
and l center are the lengths of the line segment of i and the centerline, respectively. Experiment 2: For category modeling from RGBD images, two local attributes (n U = 2) and three pairwise attributes (n P = 3) are designed (see Fig. 3 ). The first local attribute is the HOG same feature used in Experiment 1. The second is given by f
is the spatial length of the line segment of node i. The first of the three pairwise attributes, f
ij , denotes the spatial angle between the line segments of nodes i and j in the 3D space. We then measure the centerline in a local 3D coordinate system independent of the global object rotation, as the relative spatial translation between two nodes, denoted by c ij . Based on this, the second and third pairwise attributes, f (2) ij = c ij and f (3) ij = c ij / c ij , represent the length and local orientation of the centerline, respectively.
Experiments and quantitative evaluations
For both two experiments, we used the following compatibility function, corresponding to (3).
There is, in fact, a fair variety of compatibility functions (e.g. exp(−w T d) and α/(β + w T d)). Note that our proposed method is not limited to the particular compatibil- ity function used in these experiments. Any compatibility function that can be cast into the form of (2) or (3) will do.
We set the iteration number as T = 5 and the parameter for matching to none as λ = 5. The iteration number T is a general setting for [17] and is applied to all competing techniques of [17] , so as to ensure fair comparison.
Cross validation and evaluation metrics: Each labeling of the target object in a given RGB or RGBD image can produce an initial graph template and begin an individual model learning process. We labeled the images for a given category in sequence to begin multiple learning processes. In each of these processes, the remaining (i.e. unlabeled) images of this category were used to generate positive graphs. We then randomly selected the same number of images from other categories to generate negative graphs. We used 2/3 and 1/3 of these graphs for training and testing in this learning process, respectively. The end result is a set of models for the evaluation of the category.
We used the average matching rate (AMR) to evaluate the matching performance in positive graphs. AMR is widely used to evaluate the learning of graph matching [17, 16] . The matching rate of each individual matching result indicates the proportion of model nodes that are correctly matched to the target object. AMR represents the average of individual matching rates across all matching results produced by the trained models. Similarly, the average recog- nition accuracy (ARA) (i.e. the average value for recognition accuracy in the cross validation) was used to evaluate model-based recognition performance among both positive and negative graphs.
Competing methods: In the first step of the evaluation, we compared our method to several competing approaches to the learning of graph matching across both experiments. First, we performed graph matching without training, denoted by MA, to establish a baseline. MA uses TRW-S [14] to match the initial graph template to the target objects in images. Second, as the benchmark method for unsupervised learning of graph matching, we used [17] proposed by Leordeanu et al., which does not modify model structure, but rather iteratively train the attribute weights for matching, i.e. w U and w P . Two competing approaches were obtained by applying spectral techniques [15] (LS) and TRW-S [14] (LT), respectively, to solve the matching optimization of (4). Third, we designed a framework that iteratively estimates matching parameters w U , w P and model attributes F V , F E according to techniques presented in Section 4.1, but did not perform structural modification (WM). The final competing technique involved supervised learning of graph matching (SU) based on [17] . SU required to label target objects in positive graphs and regarded matching assignments mapped onto target objects as correct ones.
In the second step of the evaluation, we compared the performances of the proposed method using different structural modification strategies. The first strategy, (CB), is based on the matching compatibility/penalty, and has been widely used by [10, 30, 29] . CB eliminates the node with the lowest average compatibility by replacing (11) with
The second strategy [3] , (WB), is oriented toward linear SVM, and uses weights W for feature selection. WB eliminates the node with the smallest weight amplitude by replacing (11) with
T . Note that for this step of the evaluation, all learning components expect the above structural modification strategies are fixed.
Comparison details: Since our method can obtain different models by setting different values of τ for structural modification, we set τ to be 0, 0.2, 0.4, ..., 2 during training. This produced different matching and recognition performances, i.e. different AMRs and ARAs. Fig. 6 shows the changes in model size according to τ , and Fig. 5 illustrates the models in the node elimination process. Larger values of τ indicate stricter structural constraints and lead to smaller models.
We used the average/best performance among all settings of τ (i.e. the average/largest values for AMR and ARA) to evaluate the proposed method, denoted by Ours avg /Ours best . To ensure a fair comparison, for each given τ , CB and WB were allowed to eliminate nodes until they obtained models with the same size as that produced by Ours. Similar to Ours avg /Ours best , CB avg /CB best and WB avg /WB best correspond to the average/best performance among all setting of τ . For the comparison of recognition performance, we trained the proposed classifiers using the matching results produced by the competing methods. Fig. 4 illustrates the object detection performances, and Table 1 and Table 2 list quantitative comparison. Because the competing methods for learning graph matching (MA,LS,LT,WM,SU) do not have the ability to refine the topological structure of the graph template, they are sensitive to the bias of the initially labeled graph template (including biased attributes and redundant nodes), especially for the unsupervised methods LS,LT,and WM. This bias may produce matching errors, which, in turn, increase the bias in the unsupervised model learning, thus propagating into a significant model bias. In contrast, our method modifies biased structure in early iterations by eliminating badly matched parts, thereby reducing the prevalence of biased matching in later iterations. As a result, our method exhibits better performance.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an algorithm for the learning of graph matching. This method trains the structure and attributes of the graph template, as well as matching parameters, to obtain a graphical model. By including negative graphs in the learning process, we orient the model learning toward both object matching and recognition. Experiments show that our approach outperforms competing methods.
Our strategy for structural modification is based on the recognition mechanisms between positive and negative graphs, and exhibits better performance than conventional structural modification strategies based only on positive graphs. As the proposed strategy iteratively corrected errors in the topological structure of the initial graph template, it reduced the bias learning problem, which so afflicted pioneering work in the field.
